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speech of Mr. Speaker Hamlin on the sub- the principles and practices of any party at ces, and jobs and contracts ? These are
If any doubt remains, look at the follow*
treasury resolutions, in which he defined de-! the present day and the principles and prac- their <£ exclusive privileges.” If these are ing table : —
mocracy as a continual progression, constant tices of ££ ancient federalism,” that analogy not the “ monopolies and exclusive privile
Expenses of collecting the Revenue —
only in change ; and federalism as some-i exists in the principles and practices of the ges” referred to, what are they ? Do banks The following is authentic, being from the Re*
thing that adopted whatever had been dis- Van Buren party.
come into the category ? Is there a single port of the Register of the Treasury.
carded by democracy. Federalism was a
Let us “ glance” at the principles ofi( an- individual of the members of the Legislature Mr. Adams’ 4 years. Receipts. Expenses collecting*
20,098,713 45
835,362 98
1825
----sort of foundling hospital principle, ver}'1 cient federalismi” as laid down in this docu- who bring this grave charge, who will say
1826
23,333.741 75
886,999 48
benevolent and good natured, taking care of ment.. “ First, the federalists,” says this that he is opposed to all banks, or that he
888,818 27
1827
16,712,283 29
the deserted offspring of democracy. This document,
z!
£< sneer at the idea of the intelli denies to the State the power to charter
932,093 63
1828
23,205,523 64
____
is all very harmless, but what follows is not gence and capacity of the people for self-gov banks ? Probably not one. Mr. Van Bu Gen. Jackson’s last 4 yrs. Receipts. Expenses collecting.
29,032,508
91
1,351,54.3 97
1833
................................
equally so.
ernment, and express their preference for a ren certainly does not profess to be so oppo
16,214,957 16 1,264,545 27
1834
££ Among the causes of our late defeat” government, founded, not in the will of the sed. What then are these doomed ££ mo
1,284,997 60
19,391,315 59
1835
—so after all they are defeated—are enu people, but in the chances of birth and on nopolies and exclusive privileges ?” Are
23,409,940 53 1,397,469 10
1836
Expenses
collecting.
Mr.
Van
Buren
1
year.
Receipts.
merated the following
£< The numerous property.” What “ chance” gave birth to they Insurance Companies? Are they Ca1837
■'11,169,290
11,169,290 34 1,592,947 84
and gross frauds committed at the ballot Martin Van Buren as President of these UT” nal or Rail-road Companies —-acts of incor
It will be seep that the average cost of
box,” ££ illegal voting,” ££ depositing votes nited States ? It most have come by chance, poration to build bridges across your rivers
in the ballot box before election.” Now we for surely his own merit and his own servi with the ££ exclusive privilege” of taking collecting under Mr. Adams’ administration
humbly protest against this sweeping mode ces had nothing to do with his elevation. toll ? Are they mill-dam.companies, manu-|1 was about 4 per cent. ; under Gen. Jack’s about 8 per cent., and under Mr. Van
j
of criminally arraigning a whole party, com It was to the power and will of his ££ illus facturing companies, navigation companies Ison
posing, as they acknowledge, nearly one trious predecessor,” conciliated by his fawn to fit out whale snips, or to run steam-boats ’ Buren’s about 14 1-2 per cent. ! ! ! For
half, and as we say, a majority, of the peo ing sycophancy, that he owes that elevation. with the ££ exclusive privilege” of taking the collecting 23 millions under Mr. Adams’ ad
ple of this State. We claim no exclusive Who ever more repeatedly disregarded the fare ? Are these, or any of these your mo ministration, the cost was $932,093 63—
respectability for these ; but we do claim the will of the people expressed through the bal nopolies, gentlemen ? if this is your doc for collecting less than half the sum, under
usual privilege of being considered innocent lot box, the only legitimate way by which trine, then men of limited means cannot u- Mr. Van Buren’s, the cost was $1,592,until proved guilty. The persons who that will can be expressed ? The rejected nite their small capitals to accomplish great 94/ 84 ! ! !
“ Assume a virtue, if you have it not.”
signed this address either knew or did not of the people are the adopted of Van Buren. and useful objects. Great works are to be the
know of these crimes having been commit He has so often appointed to office his pá lo ££ exclusive privileges” of grest capitalists. If
Having taken £{ a glance” at what these
ted. If they knew of them, why are not the tizaos who have failed to be elected by the!i you deny this and all these suppositions, then gentlemen pretend are the characteristics of
guilty sought out and punished ? The pros people, that the practice has grown into a ’ we have a right to suppose that the words their party, and shown how little the prac
ecuting officers are all of their party. If system. His great measure, the obnoxious are without meaning as here used, and only tice of Martin Van Buren and his office
they have signed a paper making these ac Sub "Treasury Bill, was repeatedly rejected intended as bugbears with which to terrify holders agrees with this theory, we might
cusations, without knowing whether they are by Congress, and only forced through by the ignorant.
be led to the conclusion that this paper was
true or false, what terms of reproach would bringing to bear the Executive will against
Let us lake the next paragraph entire. intended to be a bitter sarcasm upon his ad
be too severe to apply to such a procedure ? the will of the Representativas of the peo■ It follows: ££ The democratic party are ministration, if their names were not append
If this poison was to be circulated in secret ple. This measure has founded the govern■ in favor of simplicity and economy in the ed to it. But they have undertaken to show
T O TH ET
PEOPEE OF THE STATE OF MAINE, and infused into the minds of those who ment a on property,”—by concentrating ini government, and of raising no more funds what they say are the principles and what
BY A PORTION OF THEIR FELLOW-CITIZENS, were not prepared with an antidote, that it the hands of the Executive the money pow from the people than are wanted for the or will be the practice of Gen. Harrispn and
FROM WHAT IS STYLED {£ AN ADDRESS might do its work more surely, it is still more er of the nation.
dinary expense of the government. Our his friends, when they come into power.
OF THE DEMOCRATIC MEM reprehensible. It must be left to the con
c‘ Again,” says this document,ci our gov• opponents, on the contrary, have always To this caricature we will reply in their
BERS OF THE LEGISLATURE sciences of these gentlemen, who have ernment is strictly a representative govern• been in favor of high taxes, collected through own chaste and elegant language : ££ If
TO THE DEMOCRATIC P/iRTY made this charge upon their fellow citizens, ment. Officers are the agents of the people,, a tariff—have almost invariably voted for they have believed them, they deserve our
IN THE STATE OF MAINE.” to determine what course they owe to them and, consequently, bound to obey lheir in extravagant appropriations, and manifestly pity ; if they have not, they are worthy on
When the Representatives of the People selves and the public to pursue, if they structions.” Who disputes this doctrine?1 regard a public debt with great favor.” It ly of our contempt.”
Sometimes they
travel out of the sphere of lheir duty, it is have thoughtlessly made this accusation Not the Whigs. That bond of the Hon. is no wonder this document was intended to have mingled together what they call the
time for the People themselves to awaken without proof, or been duped into signing Reuel Williams, published before his elec be circulated in secret. Let facts speak — principles of both parties, and so mixed the
to a sense of their danger. Free discussion an address the contents of which they did tion to the United Stales Senate, the Whigs official tables, communicated to Congress whole with what they style ££ ancient fede
and the freedom of the press, when every not fully understand. The close of this next winter will call up, and see if it wants by officers of the departments. Read them ralism,” that it is as difficult to determine
thing that emanates from it is open alike for paragraph is even more monstrous than the sureties for its fulfilment. “ Obey or resign” Messrs. Foster and others—and then let us which is which, as it would to determine
all, are the seem ¡ties of our rights and liber rest.
It follows : ££ Add to these the ■—that is the language. Some of the Sena know whether you were imposed upon by between the practices of££ ancient federal
ty. Let us watch these two sources o£ iru free use of money, furnished,, probably, tors and Representatives who signed this others, or you intended an imposition upon ism” and modern Van Burenism. It would
formation, that they neither become corrupt by British fund mongers in London, and document after they had been rejected by the public.
have been more to their credit, if they had
ed by ven«ility nor polluted by misrepreseh- British Whigs in Massachusetts.” If this the people, would have done well to reflect
confined
themselves to what they profess,
Statement showing the amount of expenditures
tation. Party newspapers are privileged should be pronounced a deliberate falsehood i a little upon the position they now occupy
of the United States, exclusive of the public and to a defence of what their party practi
vehicles, where it is expected the writers invented by party malice, without a parti ' before they had committed themselves too
debt,Jor each year, from 1824 to 1837, inclu ces. But disappointment needs soothing,
will retort upon their adversaries and defend cle of proof or the slightest foundation in far. What the Whigs require of the Van
sive, stated in pursuance of a resolution of and railing is sometimes a relief. If they
their friends from injurious aspersions, in fact, what would be the probable. reply? Buren men is to practice what they profess
the House of Representatives oj the 25th are satisfied with this exhibition of spleen,
June, 1838.
language and by statements filled fih' the Why it might be Jesuitically said, we did —££ Officers are the agents of the people.”
concocted from the exploded slanders of a
•
present occasion, rather than selected for not assert it as of our own knowledge—the That is true Whig doctrine. It has been For the year 1824
$15,330,144 71
venal press, we ought not, perhaps, to com
•
Do
1825
11,490,459 94
elegance of expression or correctness of word ££ probably” is inserted. The casuis repeated in all our resolutions for years.
plain. A short notice, however, may be re
Do
1826
13.062.316 27
opinion. But even in party newspapers, try which can distinguish between an asser But has Mr. Van Buren, or Mr. Van Buren’s
quired.
•
I»0
1827
12,653
095
65
the public expect some show of 4'airOess. tion without qualification and one with a office-holders shown titar they are the ser
We are charged with being in favor of
Do
1828
13.296,041 45
A misstatement when pointed out is requir qualification, when either will give currency vants of the people? Are not all who be
internal improvements and a high tariff.
Do
1829
12,660,460 62
long
to
the
party
obliged
implicitly
to
obey
ed to be corrected, and if decorum of lan to the slander and equally mislead the pub
•
Do
Upon the tariff question, the friends of Gen.
1830
13,229,533 33
guage is not observed, the salutary operation lic, is unworthy of an honest man. Indi the mandates 'of their masters at Washing
•
Do
1831
13,864,067 90
Harrison are not united ; and upon the same
of public opinion will come in as a correc vidually, the veracity of the gentlemen who ton ? Whatever scheme is suggested there
Do
1832
16.516,388 77
question the supporters of the present ad
Do
1833
22,713,755 11
tive. Errors there are in reasoning and in signed this address would not be questioned must be adopted and carried out here,—eministration are divided. The greater por
Do
1834
18.425,417 25
fact—this the public are prepared for. But in a matter where they professed to be per ven the surrender of our right of territory
tion
of both believe that it is sound policy
Do
1835
17,514,950 28
it is a different affair and assumes another sonally informed. Will they rest satisfied and jurisdiction to portions of our own Stale.
to protect the industry of the country against
Do
1836
30,868,164
04
aspect, when the expressions of party news with the imputation of giving currency to a His support has been submission to party
the competition of the great capital and
Do
1837
*39,164,745 37
papers, and the false facts circulated by slander of which they had no proof, «ind dictation. Freedom of will and action were
Note.—The foregoing sums include pay cheap labor of Europe. So far we «ire in
negligence or from party malice by one could have no other or better foundation out of the question. But suppose Mr. V. Buren ments for trust funds and indemnities, which favor of the policy. The duties are neces
paper and copied into another, are embodi than the conjectures of the malicious ? and Mr. Van Buren’s office-holders, while in 1837. was $5,610,404 36.
sary, too, for the support of Government.
Treasury' Department.
ed into an address, printed in secret, bearing Stand forth Messrs. Foster and others, and pocketing millions of the people’s money,
On the other hand, the nullifiersof the South
Register’s Office, June 27, 1838.
the names of a majority of the State Legis give us the proof of this accusation, or ac and squandering other millions for pariizan
—the friends and supporters of Mr. Van
T. L. SMITH, Register.
lature— deliberately appended in the order knowledge that you have wronged and in purposes, should say—££ Your very humble
Buren-~are opposed to a tariff and duties
servants,
Mr.
People,
you
are
our
masters.
”
in which they are called over by counties, sulted a whole people 1 This is not a iriatin any form ; and have announced the doc
*This
sum
is
subject
to
small
variation
on
the
with the names of the President of the Sen-! ter tlnit will bear trifling with ; the people, The Pope of Rome in the plentitude of his settlement of the accounts of the Treasurer.
trine on the floor of Congress, that the
ate and the Speaker of the House of Repre- ' the public, to whom we all must appeal, are power styled himself in his addresses, ££ the
Government, must be supported by direct
During
Mr.
Van
Buren
’
s
administration,
sentatives at the head of their respective ! in earnest; the accusation is a serious one — servant of servants,” and affixed to his im
taxes. Mr. Van Buren himself has always
he
has
had
a
subservient
majority
in
both
branches. Such a document, and such a ' it concerns a whole people. They will all perious mandates the signet of“ the Fisher
voied for a high tariff ; he did so in 1824$
procedure, demand a consideration which i say—££ Give us the proof of your charge, or man.” So much for professions. It is true branches of Congress, and his expenditures and in 1828. What his views are now may
have
be^n
upon
an
average
of
years
near

does not attach to the usual political mat we will publicly arraign you of promulga officers should not only be the agents but
depend upon the quarter from which he ex
the servants of the people—doing the peo ly three times as much as they were during pects support, varying to meet any contin
ters of the day. In this light, an appeal to ting what is not true !”
the
administration
of
John
Quincy
Adams;
The next paragraph of this document dis ple’s work, which they could not conveni
the People of this State is taken, from this
gency. If his policy is dictated from the
cusses some of the sms of omission commit ently do for themselves. From the people and yet we who oppose, and have denounc South, as the sub-treasury bill seems to in
address to a party.
ed
in
every
form
this
extravagance,
and
be

comes
their
power
—
to
them
are
they
re

This extraordinary document begins with ted by their paiqy at the late election—££ the
dicate, then the free laborers and producers
the following statement — ££ The result of importance of the approaching contest” — sponsible that it is not abused, and when it is lieve the public money to have been cor of the country are to have no other protec
the late election has been, to all of us, a and makes the inquiry “ whether they are abused, unless the servants have become too ruptly squandered, are represented as the tion than low wages and hard money prices
source of mortification and chagrin. It prepared to meet it,” and il to aid them to strong for lheir masters, they will turn them advocates of££ extravagant appropriations,” will give them. In relation to internal im
was as unexpected as it has been disastrous, meet it more understandingly,” a glance” out, and demand of them a reckoning for the and the people, no the party, are called upon provements, no respectable politician ever
and affords another proof that eternal vigi is taken “ at some of the distinguishing fea abuse of their trust. They will say to them to re-elect Mr. Van Buren on account of his advocated the doctrine of creating a nation
lance is Hie price of liberty. Repining, tures of the two great political parties.” If give us an account of your stewardship. ££ simplicity and economy.” The table which al debt for that purpose. It is time enough
however, is useless, inaction criminal in they are as ill prepared to distinguish be How have been expending the millions of follows, and which is from an official doc to dispose of that question when another
those who have the power, by future exer tween Whigs and Van Buren men as they money yearly confided to your care ? How ument presents another view of this matter. surplus arises in the national treasury.
tions, to make amends for the past.”. To are to discuss the principles professed by have you increased the expenditures of gov
With this administration in power, that ethis no one can object. This is what, in the two great parlies, it is not surprising that ernment from twelve millions of dollars to
vent is not likely to happen.
the language of the day, is called ££ defining they have not yet given up all hope. A thirty-seven millions of dollars a year ?
The next charge is, that the friends of
their position.” It proceeds—£< With a can few' words, before proceeding to the consid How happens it that millions have been car
Gen. Harrison <£ are in favor of establishing
didate of eminent abilities, tried patriotism, eration of principles, in relation to names. ried into foreign countries, or riotously
another great National Bank,” adding to it
squandered in this by your defaulting office
and acknowledged worth, let us, under the Names, in one sense, are nothing—
sundry hard epithets, such as ££ buying up
holders
?
How
is
it
that
the
currency
has
broad banner of democracy, enter upon the “ A rose by any other name would smell as
voters like cattle in the market”—££ Anoth
been deranged, business prostrated and the
sweet. ”
great contest for November thinking only of
er generator of speculators.” Why did
the victory to be achieved.” Permit two or In another sense, names are every thing. shadow of adversity cast like a cloud over
they not charge the Whigs with the design
three reflections upon the above period, If a name is considered as standing for the this great, and before your administration,
of re-chartering the old bank ? It was just
fî.è
which assumes such a rotundity of expres exponent of certain principles, and when prosperous country ? But we forbear. The
as easy. But in the very next paragraph
oí¡ ba feO bfi
sion that it is difficult to handle, and al you hear the name, you associate with it the day of reckoning is at hand. Let us wait W bfi bx¡
we have the following : <£ Again, the feder
¡j y 5 qj
a? o y OJ
most defies analysis. It may be supposed principles for which it is taken, then the for its developement.
al party are in favor of taking the public
_<<<<<<<<
This document proceeds : ££ the demo ft
that by ££ Candidate,” Martin Van Buren is name is material. This is the disingenu
money, that which has been raised for the
ft
intended ; but his name had wot been before ous fallacy which is practiced in this address. crats,” meaning the Van Buren party, <£ re ® m m r« tn \ — O O
support of Government, and depositing it in
used ; and in an address of six pages to the In an unscrupulous partizan newspaper, gard all men politically as equal, while our
banks, permitting them to loan it out,, and
supporters of Van Buren, his name occurs such scurrility as party nicknames may be opponents are the friends of monopolies and
to take and divide the interest among the
only twice. This may be accidental, and expected. In a Legislative caucus docu exclusive privileges!” Our glorious consti
stockholders.” Well, gentlemen, this looks
* ¡g
o £ «O co kO 52
>O
O O GO -1 «O CO
not a studied omission. If these gentlemen ment signed by grave Senators and graver tution recognizes the principle that all men *3 ‘O
very like a description of the pet bank system
O
SQ
QB
are satisfied with his ££ eminent abilities,” Representatives something different ought to are equal, and so do we ; but Martin Van
—the favorite measure of your favorite finan
&c. no one can have anything to object to be looked for. Those who attempt to a- Buren has violated this principle of the 8 » , ,
cier,
Gen. Jackson. — How the Whigs, with
C3
their taste or judgment. The ££ banner of dorn their periods by the repetition of “ fed constitution every day he has been in power. ft
Gen. Harrison, are to get along with both of
democracy” must indeed be ££ broad” if eralism”—££ federalists,” evoking the shad He holds only one part of the community
these measures—a United Slates Bank and
® « j=
1 O> -bJO
they can fight under it with him for a leader ow of a name, when the substance has long worthy of bolding an office. No matter ft«y 5 2 “ =5
the
pet bank deposite system—is a matter
«
—££ thinking only of the victory to be a- since passed away, or if existing at all, exist what may be the merits of the incumbent,
that might trouble the Whigs, though it
ft §
o
ïÆ
«
chieved.” It used to be considered an im ing in the practices of their own party, can or the claims of an applicant, if he does not
seems not to have troubled these gentlemen.
portant qualification in a good general to cause no other feeling than contempt in the yield a ready obedience to his will, the in
££ Eternal progression,” say they—you have
cumbent is dismissed and the claims of the
< - 5¿¡ make preparations for a safe retreat in case breasts of those they attack.
only to imitate our leaders.
When once
i< _= as «
of disaster ; il is only the/brZorn hope who . But there is another part of this mattef applicant are disregarded. Men whose po
chartered
you
can
destroy
your
C£ great na
S3 . . <D S- u ~
never think of retreat. The close of this which calls for our consideration. It is the litical opinions do not agree with the party
tional bank,” and then you are ready for the
paragraph might to some appear profane in attempt to misrepresent the principles of the in power are held and treated as aliens and
pet bank system ; and if that fails to answer
the connection in which it is introduced. Whig parly, and to show that they have an strangers. What then in practice is this
your expectations politically, you have left
££ Stamped with the seal of God’s approba affinity with the principles of the federal theory of political equality ? Tell us of *Jan. 1,1829, the debt was $58,362,135, which, our last resource—in the elegant language of
tion, their destiny is eternal progress.” This party as it existed in the days of the elder monopolies—has not the administration mo with interest to the time of payment, amounted this nevei-enough-to-be-admired document,
££ eternal progress” may remind some of the Adams. If there is any analogy between nopolized for their own friends all the offi- to about the sum mentioned.
you “ can become the victims of a set of
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At a meeting of the Whig members of the
Legislature and of other citizens of this
State in favor of the election of Gen. Harri
son, held at the State House, Oct. 8, 1840 :
Gen. James Irish was called to the Chair,
and Geo. C. Getchell was chosen Secretary.
On motion of Dr. Holmes of Winthrop,
the Address of the Van Buren members of
the Legislature to the Van Buren Party in
this State, was read by the Secretary.
A Committee consisting of Messrs. Otis,
Nutter, Hammalt, Hovey, Isaac Reed, El
dred and Morse, was appointed to prepare
a Reply to said Address; who having at
tended to that duty, reported an Appeal to
the People of Maine.
Voted, That ten thousand copies of said
Appeal be printed in pamphlet form, and
that Messrs. Eaton, Coburn, and Sever
ance, be a Committee to procure the print
ing of the same.
Voted, That the thanks of this meeting
be presented to Gen. Irish for the dignified
manner in which he has presided over our
deliberations.
Voted. That the proceedings of this
meeting be signed by the Chairman and
Secretary, and published in the Whig
papers of this State.
JAS. IRISH, Chairman.
Geo. C. Getchell, Sec’ry.
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Without meaning to violate the self-im
TEST1MONY OF GEN. GAINES.
Inîted States longer than one term. Î despeculators and loafers.” But to be serious i
MAIL ARTICLES.____ _
posed
restriction mentioned above, 1 cannot, ~
In
the
St.
Louis
New
Era
of
September
3,
’
sire
the
election
of
Harrison,
not
indeed
beon a subject that demands seriousness. As j
cause he has been nominated by an irrespon being directly appea’ed to, by your respect
a general proposition, the friends of Gen. we find (says the National Intelligencer) a sible body of men calling themselves a Na able committee, withhold this humble testi From the Richmond Whig of Wednesday.
THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION.
Harrison will not, in their financial policy, letter from Gen. E. P. Gaines, addressed to tional Convention of Whigs—convention un mony from an old brother soldier who has
Gov. Cannon, ex Governor of the State of
Governor Barbour was President. Mr.
imitate their predecessors. They all believe Tennessee,
known
to
the
constitution
of
the
United
States,
I
been
so
unjustly
assailed
in
this
late
day
of
under date of St. Louis, August
Leigh submitted the address. Never before,
it to be the duty of Government to secure a 15. The main purpose of this letter appears which sacred instrument contains ample pro his fair renown.
have we seen such an assemblage—whether
I remain, my dear sir, with high respect,
safe and uniform currency as well for the to have been to vindicate the General’s plan vision to enable the people and the States to
respect be had to lhe number—the appear
WINFIELD SCOTT.
people as for the Government. If this can of a System of National Defence, by means make an election accordiiFg to the law of
the respectability or the intelligence.—
Samuel A. Purviance. Esq. on behalf of ance,
not be done without a National Bank, and of floating steam batteries and national rail the land — but because I believe him to be a
'There were not less than 15,000, and many
Whig
in
principle,
as
Washington
and
Pen

the
Tippecanoe
Club
ol
Buller
co.,
Pa.
roads,
suggested
by
the
universal
introduej
the representatives of the people grant a
accustomed to estimating the numbers of
dleton and Henry were—a Democratic Whig;
charter, having a limited capital, and estab tion of steam power in contrast with the old for his country against the wot Id—but never
multitudes, put them down at not less lhafi
WHAT THE BRITISH TORIES SAY 20,000.
The cream of the Old Dominion
lished for a limited time, and guarded by expensive system of defence by permanent for the purpose of an intolerant party. I
OF MA R TIN FAN B UR EN.
fortifications and standing armies.
After
was assembled. No language can convey
all the restrictions with which a people jeal concluding what he had to say to Governor wish him to be elected, because he has prov
We commend to the deep consideration of any
idea of the thrilling excitement — the rap
ous of their liberties would choose to sur Cannon on that subject, he takes occasion to en himself to be an honest man, and to pos every friend of our country, and lover of our
round such an institution, we have it horn give the following testimony, valuable as sess that high degree of moral courage which republican institutions, the articles below. turous enjoyment of the occasion. Never
was so many happy people found together
Gen. Harrison himself, that, like the repub coming from an experienced soldier,-in relalo vv,fi prompt him to encounter any danger to Tire London Chronicle, and lhe Montreal within the limits of this State: The whole
I
do
his
duly
honestly
and
faithfully
;
and
be

Herqld,
are
the
publications
in
each
country
lican patriot Madison, he should not feel at i tion to the merits of General Harrison:
city was all life and animation. The day
liberty to withhold his approval. “T his is | “ Having disposed of the subject of my sys cause I am sure he does not possess that a- most inimical to our free institutions—and are will be a memorable epoch in the lives of aft
trocious hardihood — misnamed courage— constantly harping upon their favorite theme,
all that any man asks ; and this, or some tem of national defence until the meeting of,j which would prompt him recklessly to vio
who were present.
the experiment of Republican Govern
The President introduced to the Conven
thing of the kind, the interests of the coun the next Congress,, I will now proceed to no late the constitution. If he should be elected, that
ment,
founded
upon
supremacy
of
the
People,
tice the efforts made by some of the party I am convinced he will appoint to office no
tion, our distinguished guest, the illustrious
try and the voice of the people demand.
in
the
United
Stales,
would
prove
a
“
C
om
The last charge, of a design of the friends ¡ tacticians, sappers and miners, to misrepresent | man but such as he shall
assured is honest plf.te failure.” We are only astonished Senator from the Old Bay State. The wel
my views in respect to Maj. General Willia^
of Gen. Harrison to make their first meas Henry Harrison, and without attempting to i and capable, and faithful to the constitution at the want of foresight in coming out quite come, loud and long cominued, which ascend
from 15,000 Virginians, told him al once,
ure the adoption by the General Govern- j repeat my answer to numerous questions ask- ij and laws—and 1 am equally sure he will re- so soon ; but Reeling sure that the object must ed
that he was at home. Of the manner in
i
move
none
from
office
but
such
as
he
may
be accomplished by the Re-election of Mr.
inent of the State debts, would be impor ed me in reffirenee io that distinguished indi- i
find to be incompetent or such as were ap Van Buren, these, British editors could no which he responded to the hearty welcome,
tant if true. Nothing can be more painful vidual, I will slate such facts as, according to pointed
the reader can jmlge for himself, by the faith
on
mere
party
principles
—
and,
above
to a man of delicate feelings than to charge the best of my recollection, will afford an ac- ,i all, he will do whatever is lawful, necessary longer withold their exultation.
ful report of lhe speech in another column.
Surely
if
any
thing
can
convince
an
hon

All we have to say, is, that the illustrious
another with falsehood. Much more pain curate outline of what I have said in my an- (land proper to pul the country in a state of deest man of the rapid strides of the present fame of the orator, in the opinion of the
ful would it be to intimate such a charge swer.
1
fence,
ajnd
afford
effective
protection
to
the
administration
towards
the
monarchical
des

under the orders of Gen. Harri- I
thousands who heard him, was fully sustained.
against these Van Buren members of the sonI served
in the North Western Army during the I' frontier settlements, and prove by his official potism, it is lhe paeans shouted over its poli
Legislature of Maine. Charity would at principal part of the summer and autumn of acts, rather than by promises that may be cy by these haters of Republican Govern He proved himself every thing that had been
expected of him and more.
tribute it to inadvertence, mistake, igno the year 1813 ; during a part of which time 1 broken, that he’will be President of the Unit ments.
When Mr. Webster concluded, the Con
[From lhe London Chronicle.]
rance— to any cause rather than a wilful held the appointment of Adjutant General,; ed States, and never the President ofa party.
vention adjourned till 4 o’clock. During the
I
It
will
be
recollected
by
some
of
Gem
Har

The
people
of
England
may
now
learn
a
which
brought
me
into
daily
and
olten
hourly
!
perversion of the truth. If the charge had
evening, various little squads of 3000 each,
rison’s once seemingly devoted, but late
been a design to make the General Govern intercouse with him, and though never with j questionable friends, that, while under his im lesson on Republicanism from its most bril were addressed by Mr. Wm. S. Archer, Mr.
liant
specimen,
the
Government
of
the
Uni

ment responsible for all the individual debts him in battle, I had many opportunities of1 mediate command in 1813, I endeavored to ted Suites. It has proved a splendid failure. John Hill, Mr. John Campbell, and again by
of every person in the Union, there would witnessing his vigilance ami devotion to the shield him from the intrigues of some of Van Buren, who learned many useful Mr. Webster, towards sundown, in one of
service, and of admiring the energetic sim
be this to be said, that the Whigs never had plicity and systematic accuracy of his views, those dangerous friends, by resisting their at tactics IN THIS country, will bring the those might y bursts of eloquence to which he
denied such a charge. But in the case of and lhe zeal and prompti tide with which he tempts to forestall public opinion by a lawless Democrats round 'VO A RATIONAL SYS alone can give birth. After night the speak
ing was continued until 12 o’clock, at the
Slate debts, this cannot be said. From the marched to and Irom Fort Meigs, through combination to vindicate in idle words and o- TEM OF MONARCHIST OBEDIENCE. capiiol,
by Messrs. Bolts, Snowden of Alex
U. S. Senate to the last political meeting lhe deep swamps, from post to post, when pinions, his conduct,which could be vindicat Democracy is the best and most powerful andria, Skinner of Baltimore, and Duncan of
ed
in
a
proper
manner
only
by
action
;
and
lever
in
the
world,
if
pressed
judiciously.
—
where it has been agitated, every Whig has momently expecting to encounter a combin which he was then preparing to vindicate, and
La.; and at the Log Cabin by Messrs. B. W.
denied that any such design was thought of. ed savage and British ambuscade of from four did soon vindicate, by a vigorous movement Monarchs have been upheld by it.
Leigh, and Cutler of Buckingham. The de
Van
Buren
is
said
to
be
a
non-lalented
This these gentlemen must have known, or to five thousand Red ami White savages, upon the enemy. I then contended, and do man, but he knows human nature,—he light of the audience throughout these various
they are too little informed in political mat from whose cannon, rifle and tomahawk,] still contend, that the right way to vindicate knows his country men too, and he has laid speeches, was manifested by frequent and
General Harrison Was often protected ami es
ters to have ventured even a secret address corted by fewer men than the Life Guards a public officer is, to suppress no fact, sus the finest train that ever was conceived.— rapturous applause.
Yesterday, at ten o’clock, Mr. Rives ad
to their political friends. But this is urg who accompanied our distinguished General tained or sustainable by truth —
He prevailed on the popular old President to dressed
the Convention in a speech of some
ed in the most obnoxious manner, and in Jackson upon his Seminole campaign in the ------ li nothin? eRtenuate, nor set down aught in set an example of absolutism and independence 4 hums—the numbers but little, if any, di
malice.
”
which,
perhaps
no
other
man
in
that
country
staring capitals we are told that it would year 1818, while the force opposed to him
minished from lhe day preceding. One of
To give him a vigorous support by acts, could have attempted. He will imitate mildly the most striking features in this vast assem
*' effect a re-colonization of this country to was not half as great as that with which Har
England.” How does this agree with the rison was menaced. With an equal knowl- rather than by words. I then withheld my and cautiously ;—but having the support of blage, has been that of deep, intense and un
and‘ Harrison, 1 should
t „ ol 7Jackson
'
‘
\ be^
' signature, and strenuously opposed the sign- the Democracy, he will undoubtedly succeed flagging interest of lhe whole. Al midnight,
high tariff*charge ? The tendency of that edge
ing, on the part of certain inexperienced gen in bringing the whole Union under the sway
would be to make us independí nt of British unjust to both, ami false to my country, if I eral and field officers of the army, a paper of a few enlightened and cultivated minds, when lhe last speaker concluded, a universal
did not declare that upon the occasions here
manufactures. Truth is always consistent. alluded to, more trying to the real soldier which we could not sign without a violation which are in fart lhe source of stability and cry arose for more speaking. Until last even
ing, in all our intercourse with the delegates
If other answer were necessary than a sim than any thing the field of battle often pre of military law. But now, that 1 am no long order in every country.
every quarter, we heard no man make
The people cannot govern themselves, any from
ple reference to the fact that in all places sents, 1 have never known General Jackson, er under the command of General Harrison
mention
once of going home. That such a
and under all circumstances tire Whigs have whose military honors are beyond all dispute, — now that hundreds of acrimonious scrib more than a public school can govern itself place as sweet home existed, appeared to
denied any knowledge of any design to adopt to evince more cheerfulness under the piiva- blers are endeavoring to cover him with defa without the superintendence of a master,— have passed from their memories altogether
the State debts, we can reply to it by an tions of food and rest, or more intrepidity of mation, and among them, mournful to relate, 1 It must be merely an incessant round of cla —so wholly absorbed were they all by the
mor and contention. We have now more
other reference to a higher authority—to purpose in danger, than Harrison uniformly one who, with slendered claims upon the hope for America than ever we had since her thrilling scenes around them.
magnanimity of his enemies or the sympathy
exhibited.
And,
although
I
had
the
deep
During last evening. Mr. Humes of Abing
the Constitution, the chatter of our rights ; mortification lo be unable to accompany him of his friends, has been himself rescued from declaration of independence. Martin Van
without an alteration of this, no adoption from Detroit, in lhe pursuit of Tecumseh the fangs of detraction, and honored with un Buren has succeedetl in running down a Na don, and Gov. Barbour addressed the Con
could avail any thing. Mr. Senator Grun and Proctor, which terminated in the battle measured tokens of public approbation—one tional Bank which was the most formidable vention. The interest continued unabated
throughout. At night, the Log Cabin and
dy first introduced this subject to notice in of lhe 'Thames, October 5, 1813, yet I was who though deemed by his friends to have obstacle to Executive control, and has col jth.UCapitof Square resounded with bursts of
, J. cted in his hands the reins ofa good, team eloquence again, which are still delighting
the Senate. It was a piece of Machiaveli- assured by Governor Shelby and Commodore been
an policy, such as is sometimes practised by Perry, than whom there never breathed tru “ Born for the universe—has narrowed his mind of Stale institutions, which will draw together vast multitudes as our paper goes to press.
party given up, what was meant for I and bear him upwards like lhe steeds of Pe
an obnoxious monarch, who, through his er, or more chivalric spirits, that Harrison And tomankind.
”
(
RIOT IN NEW YORK.
policy, will get up a sham plot of treason, proved himself to be an able General, “ with has volunteered to throw the weight of his gasus.
The Republic, of the United States like
out
fear
and
without
reproach.
”
The
Whigs
of New York turned out by
and then charge it upon some who are too
once
gigantic
influence
into
the
scale
of
ran

that of Venice, will become an Oligarchy,
It is true, that in lhe early part of the war
stubborn to yield to his will, and thus make — in the fall and winter of 1812-13 — 1 felt, corous party scandal against the honest, lhe but it will be, unless we are mistaken, a more thousands and thousands on Monday last, to
them odious, or perhaps cut off* their heads. and expressed freely the apprehension, that calumniated Patriot, William Henry Har enduring one. It will not like Venice be celebrate the anniversary of the battle of the
Thames. An imposing procession was form
The imitators of European monarchies may Harrison possessed too much of the milk of rison : who has calmly remained in dignified come a splendid ruin of palaces, for it has ed, with music and banners, which served
have learned other lessons in that school human kindness, and too much caution in his retirement for .many years ; arid for more arterial springs of Commercial prosperity, greatly to annoy lhe Loco Foccs. '1’heir
more faithful service than any which nothing ran paralyze, and which do
than the best mode of reducing the people movements, for an efficient U. S. Commander- hard and
St..(O0 «ffij'er now living has ever ren
H^peud upon the diseased stomachs of anger terminated in a riot, which is described
to poverty by introducing into the country in-Chief. 1 was strongly inclined io blame dered, has remained unrewarded, and unno ihm
Europe for a healthful action. For fifty as inflows by the New York Express.
him for not sustaining the gallant army head
the policy of an exclusive metallic currency. ed by our esteemed Winchester, defeated at ticed, or noticed only with the alternate years or more it will be a clever Oligarchy
RIOT IN THE PARK.
[Concluded next week.'}
About 5 o’clock, lhe Whig Procession re
the River Raisin ; and for not controlling ami smiles and buffetings of contending factions. nnd then the people will wisely ami cheerful
saving the brave Dudley and his regiment on Under these circumstances, 1 cannot hesitate, ly consent to its becoming a limited Monar turned from their promenade through town,
GENERAL HARRISON.
the 5ih of May, at Fort Meigs. But a careful though unsolicited by him, to write a letter chy. [?] Mr. Van Buren, we believe has a to lhe Park, when in the main entrance from
There is a moral grandeur in the life of investigation of the circumstances that sur for his vindication ; having with equal cheer son or two, and he will probably establish a Chatham street directly on their way to the
stage erected, they found a Loco Foco meet
General Harrison, which must command the rounded him, convinced me, that his disci fulness, in lhe year 1828, at the request of sound and useful dynasty for that continent.
ing, which Mr. Shaler, and others, were and
respect of those who carefully examine it. pline, though mild and paternal, was strictly Gen. Jackson, written more than one letter
Many of those who are now so much engag conformable to our military law ; and without to vindicate his conduct against the attack of [Comments by the Montreal Herald, the leading had been addressing. This meeting, it seems,
had proceeded from Tammany Hall, and it is
Tory paper in Canada.]
ed in traducing him, know nothing of his great camion, such as put it out of his his, and my old friends.”
-------- ooo--------We copy the above article horn an Ameri •charged, that it was organized by design there
character, because they know nothing of his power to reinforce Winchester, or lo save
ONE M O R E W I T N ESS.
can paper, the original of which appeared in with a view of breaking up the Whig Pro
tory. He had acquired immortal honor, by Dudley, lhe principal part of his disposable
We have the pleasure of presenting to our the St. James’Chronicle.
cession amt this is confirmed by the fact
bis gallantry and patriotism, while they were force would probably have been sacrificed, m
The people of the United States may wince that it was prepared with missiles to assail the
yet in their cradles. And since they have been these, or in other unavailing efforts to bring readers another admirable letter called out by
the
wanton
and
malignant
slanders
coined
by
as much as they please, but it is not to be ca Whigs as they came in from Chatham street.
old enough to read and reflect, they have spent the war in the Northwest to a speedy termin
most of their time in hunting for the philoso ation by a great battle ; when, at any time a wicked and desperate faction, in the base viled at nor doubted, that their destiny is now When the Whigs reached this meeting the
pher’s stone ; in seeking for some royal road to before Perry’s victory, a great battle lost by hope of blasting old 'Tippecanoe’s well earned in the hands of the individual to whom this officers in lhe cavalcade civilly requested
permission to pass on lo their staging, which,
knowledge and distinction and wealth, with General Harrison would have exposed to al laurels. Gen. WINFIELD SCOTT, the pride article alludes.
How well have the last six years verified after some words, being denied, they charged
the vain hope of securing those objects with most certain massacre hundreds of families, and ornament of the American Army, has
out mental effort or industry. They can look at on hundreds of miles ofa frontier more diffi just borne his testimony to the courage and the prediction, and we are glad of it. True upon lhe meeting, and broke their way
some sparkling achievement, which requires cult to defend than any other part of the na conduct of William Henry Harrison. It principles of government will and must work through ; but during this time and prior to it,
no continued attention or reflection, like the tional frontier, not excepting that of Florida. will be found in the subjoined letter address their way through a nation of which the lan they were assailed with stones, oysters, ami
in some cases with chibs. “The Unionists”
exhibition at a Theatre, but can have no con A frontier where, from lhe great depth of ed to a committee of citizens in Buller coun guage is English.
To the possession of the sword Van Buren in lhe Whig procession hearing of this rush
ception of the beauty and sublimity oí á rich soil and muddy roads, a forced march ty, Pennsylvania.
has now' by the Independent Sub-Treasury ed upon the scene of action, and in an instant
Saratoga Springs, Aug. 20, 1840.
whole life of uniform and unvaried virtue and ofa few successive days, often resulted in a
Dear Sir—Your complimentary letter of Law, added that of the purse, and if any fur the opposing body was put to flight, with
excellence. There was nothing sparkling or loss of effective strength nearly equal lo that
the 10th inst. inviting me on the pail of the ther disclosures of his intentions are required, some resistance though, but a cowardly one
brilliant in the character of Washington, yet ofa well fought battle.
the civilized world has united in admitting that
I have often admitted, what I could not Harrison Committee of correspondence for look for one moment at his recommendation at best, after taking such a stand. Aiderman
“ he was first in war, first in peace, and first in now conceal without flagrant injustice to the Buller county, to visit you, and be present at to the last Congress, of a standing army of Nash, it is said, was badly hurt in lhe melee,
the hearts of his countrymen.” It would slandered patriot, that 1 learned in 1813, from a Convention at Pittsburgh, has found me in two hundred thousand men. Having one having received a severe blow on the eye,
half of this disposable force in constant ser and others were also hurt whose na nes we
not be strange if these men should soon come Gen. Harrison the best lessons I had ever this place.
A tour through the Keystone State would vice, commanded by officers of his own crea did not learn.
to the conclusion that Washington’s character learned in the art of war against a savage
The Evening Signal says that the Biookwas quite tame and domestic ; that it should foe ; lessons precisely such as in 1818 I found be highly interesting to me, but my public ting, and himself commander-in-chief, pos
not be named as a model in those enlighten Gen. Jackson zealously employed in teaching duties at this time forbid, and I ought to add, sessed too of a civil body guard, numbering lyn delegation, escorted by the Unionists, as
ed days ; that his patriotism, even, was very to his volunteers in the first Seminole war. that as an officer of the Federal Govern \ forty thousand office holders, and aided by the they were passing down Spruce street near
questionable, after having appointed and reli To these lessons, and more especially to that ment, I early prescribed to myself the rule monied power, Martin Van Buren may laugh lhe New Era office, were saluted with a
ed greatly upon a federalist, like Hamilton, as terrible theatre of savage and British war, 1 to abstain from taking an active part in the at his opponents, and the result, who will shower of brickbats and several persons were
injured. A fight ensued, which threatened,
his aid in War, and his Secretary, in Peace ; am indebted for lhe first impressions of my conflict of polities. Hence, in thirty-two doubt.
A judicious distribution of such a force in at one time, serious consequences. The riot
and that every thing, therefore, which has system of national defence by Rail Roads, years 1 have not been to the polls, or to a
been said or written in his favor should be ex ami Floating Batteries. With a rail road party meeting. This official reserve has, what are called the Whig States, will enable ers, however, gradually gave way.
punged from the records of time. In their view, from Cincinnati to Fort Meigs, with another however, never prevented me from discuss the President either by votes to control the Eit is nothing that General Harrison's charac Irom Pittsburg to Cleaveland and Sandusky, ing with the spirit ofa freeman, in the casu lechons al the polls or to enforce obedience.
The Pennsylvanian pretends to believe that
Our republican neighbors, therefore, may the atrocious outrages made upon the peace
ter resembles that of Washington. It is nothing Gen. Harrison would have triumphed over al intercourse of society, the merits of pub
that he was appointed to the mostembanass- the British and Indians at one tenth part of lic men and public measures of my lime,— as well prepare for the change, should Martin ful gatherings of the Whig party by the baser
ing and difficult command in the late War; lhe expense of life and money which attend THUS IT HAS OFTEN FALLEN IN Van Buren be elected for the second time.
sort of the Destructives, are equalled by
God save king Marlin ! King of the Unit those of the Whigs themselves. Never was
MY WAY TO BEAR ZEALOUS TES
that he had to create an army out of undisci ed his operations'without such roads.
plined militia, with officers as ignorant of dis
In lhe expression of my admiration of Har TIMONY TO THE DISTINGUISHED ed States !!
there a more unfounded intimation. Look
cipline as the men, and wholly unacquainted rison as a military commander, I am by no SERVICES OF GENERAL HARRISON,
at Philadelphia. Scarcely a meeting of the
with the principles of military science. It is means disposed to compare him with Wash BOTH AS A STATESMAN AND A
“ IVb Changes.”—The last Fayette Whigs passes, in city or county, that a band
nothing, that he executed the high trust re ington or Napoleon—who stand unrivalled in SOLDIER. WITH THOSE SERVICES County (Pa.). Democrat contains a commu of ruffians do not assault them with vile and
posed in him with unexampled skill and suc the history of their respective countries. 1 HAVE LONG BEEN FAMILIAR, AND nication signed by 21 citizens of George dangerous missiles. Let the Pennsylvanian
cess, and met and vanquished his country’s Compared with these extraordinary men we CAN ONLY ATTRIBUTE TO GROSS
point, if it can, to any instances where the
foes; and gave peace and security t© our can boast of no great Generals. Nor shall IGNORANCE OR TO PARTY MALIG township, in that county, former supporters Whigs have made such assaults,—naming
of
Mr.
Van
Buren
;
in
which
they
declare
wide North Western frontier. It is nothing, we probably ever see such men in our coun NITY, THE RECENT IMPUTATIONS
time and place. No. The truth is, when
that resolutions of commendation were pass try, until we see our principal seaports in the TO WHICH YOU ALLUDE.-If at the that, for his many attempts to-increase the ever the Pennsylvanian has any instance to
ed unanimously by the Legislatures of India hands of Foreigners, which we may very end of the late war with Great Britain, or at Executive power, and for his extravagant mention of this sort, it has nothing to do with
na and Kentucky, and by the Congress of the soon be obliged to witness. That a seven the end of that sz> successfully waged by expenditures of the public money, they can this “dim and ignorant present” day—it goes
United States; that he was commended by years war against England, France and Rus General Wayne against the Northwestern In not support him any longer ; but are resolv back to other years ami times, or else out of
Presidents Madison and Monroe, and receiv sia, or a civil war, such as reigned in France dians, any person had shamelessly impeach ed to use all honorable means to secure the Philadelphia, to cull up its few and unimpor
ed from the latter by order of Congress a prior to the advent of Napoleon, would pro ed the courage of General Harrison, be
tant cases. Look at lhe attack by the Des
gold medal, as a testimonial of his valor and duce such men as Washington and Napole would. I am fully persuaded, have had not election of Gen. Win. Henry Harrison, of tructives upon the Whigs at New York, at
good conduct. It is nothing, that all the re on, I have no doubt. A few months, or a only his patriotism but his courage denied Ohio, believing him to be both “ honest and the celebration of the Battle of the Thames.
corded histories of those times speak his prais year or two of active service, alternately a- by every honest hearted American. It was capable.”
Could our neighbor attempt to justify it?—
es. The mandate has gone out from the gainst a savage and a civilized foe, discard never my fortune to serve in the same field
The Democrat adds, by authority, to Assuredly not, as we should hope,—and as
Throne of Martin Van Buren, that“ his fame ing all the approved principles of the art of with General Harrison. BUT I WELL RE the foot of this communication of the twen we believe.
must be blotted out,” the records of his valor war, can never produce a great General save MEMBER THE ADMIRATION ENTER ty-one, that there are yet a large number of
The Whigs as a party, in submitting to>
and patriotism and worth must be expunged, only lhe great by comparison.
TAINED BY MY IMMEDIATE ASSO voters in this same township, heretofore sup these assaults, are guided by higher motives
that black lines must be drawn around them,
Compared with all lhe living Generals per CIATES IN ARMS FOR THE HERO OF.
than the temporary glory of a row. They areand they must be remembered no more for sonally known to me, I have no doubt but TI PPECANOE, FORT M EIGS AND TH E porters of Mr. Van Buren, who will give laboring for their country — not for the ephe
ever. And the hirelings who conduct the that Harrison was, and is most highly qualifi RIVER THAMES. THIS SENTIMENT, their votes to Gen. Harrison. 11 O. K.” meral triumph of a series of fisticuff's. They
pensioned press of a mercenary party have ed for the command of a large army ;—and AS FAR AS EVER I KNEW OR BE says the Democrat, and so say we. But have neither the leisure nor the disposition
commenced doing this deed of darkness and consequently the greatest and the best for the LIEVED, WAS COMMON THROUGH- yet we hear from the Van Buren papers, for such sports of the ring ; and we believe
infamy.-—But the People will assuredly de office of constitutional commander-in-chief. OUT OUR ARMIES, BOTH OFFICERS that there are “ no changes.”
the truth can be easily established that the
feat their wicked purposes.
It is well known to all who know me well, AND MEN, PLACING HIM, WITH ONE
proportion of attacks by the Destructives upon
that I have always deemed it wrong for any ACCORD, IN THE CLASS OF OUR
(C/53 The locos are still lying about Maine. the Whigs at their blameless meetings, com
More “ fax fur the People.”—Georgia man to be permitted to solicit or to MOST GALLANT AND SUCCESSFUL Let them lie. They will lie still alter the pared with those of the last upon the former,
bought up by British Gold.
official canvass.—Dover Enquirer.
accept the office of President of the U- COMMANDERS«
is as ten to one.—Phil. Gazette.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1840.

Pennsylvania Election.—We have re
have been heard from which stand thus :—
PROBATE NOTICES
turns
only from the City and County of Phil
18,333
Whig
13,544
adelphia. In the city, composing the second At a Court pf Probate holden at Limerick,
Admn.
------- - 4,789 W. maj. > Congressional district, the two whig candiwithin and for the County of York, on the
Whig gain over 1839 3,084
first Monday of October, in the year of our
|
dates
were
chosen
by
a
majority
of
2500
votes.
Whig gain over 1836 1,751
|
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
The Administration majority last year was ' The whig ticket for City officers also prevailHon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
ed.—In the county the Van Buren ticket pre
1827
Court:
Tlie State Rights majority in ’36 was 2772. vailed, as usual. Mr. Ingersoll, (V. B.) is
N the petition of Nathan D. Appleton, ex■ editor of the will of Aos Granrftn, late
(^Fifteen other counties have been heard
t . ot North-Berwick, in said county, deceased,
from, making 61 in all, which increase the (whig.) Tins »the distnet now represented
by rel)rese„lin„ lhal ¿e pe|.so|lal eslale of sai,|
Whig majority to 5,500.
Mr. Naylor, who declined a re-election. In (jeceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
The entire Whig congressional ticket is the first district, Mr. Brown (V. B.) is elected ! which he owed at the time of his death by
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majority.
branches.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
A U. S. Senator is to be chosen by the ' The New-York Express of Wednesday [ tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
■“ Pennsylvania we concede to

WILLIAM LORD & Co.

Have just received,

Pilot Cloths ; Beaver do. ; Hroad Cloths j
Cassimeres ; Flannels ; Vestings ; Sattinets ,
Black AI (lines ; Figured do. ; Saxonies j
Alpecca Cloths ; German Merinos ;
FOR PRESIDENT,
English Merinos ; Cambleteens ;
WILLIAM H. HARRISON
English, French and American Prints ;
Plain and Checked Linzey ; Russia Diaper;
OF OHIO.
Silk Velvet; Bob Net and Black Lace J
Thread and Cotton Edgings ;
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
Mousline de Laines; Challies ;
JOHN TYIJS1I,
Black Silk Fringe j Silk Cord ; Sewing Silk ?
Black and Drab Josephines ;
OF VIRGINEA.
Gro de Nap. Synchaw and Taffetas Silks ;
Twist ; Colored Cambricks; Fig’d Booking ;
for electors at large.
Factory and English Gingham ; Jaekonet ;
ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
Bishop' Lawn ; Imitation Cambric ;
ISAAC HODS DON, of Corinth.
Swiss and Book Muslin ; Tamboured do. ;
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
French Crape ; Robes ; preen Barage ;
Blond Veils'; Linen ; Linen Lawn ;
CHARLES TRAFTON, for York.
S AM UEL SM ALL, for Cumberland.
Linen Cambrick ; Silk Flag, Bandanna, Imi
RUFUS K. GOO DE NO W, for Oxford.
tation Cambrick, Pongee. Cotton Flag, Log
Whig is now rendered' certain, and Georgia we have the popular vote upon the Congres-:; causing
EDWARD ROBINSON, for Lincoln.
------ c. a copy
Tr-- of. this
. order to be publish- j! Cabin and Fancy Handkerchiefs ;
. ; m
... the "Kennebunk
___ 1 k Gazette, printed in!
THOMAS FiLLEBROWN, for Kennebec. may be considered “ safe for old Tip and Ty sional tickets, we shall be disappointed, for ed
i Challey Scarfs ; Blk Italian and India Cravats;
JOSEPH HUSE, for Waldo.
we do not expect it, and have no right to ex- Kennebunk
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for
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ler.
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_________
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THOMAS ROBINSON,for Han.and Wash.
i Court to be holden at Alfred, in said Edinboro’, Highland, Black, Worsted, CashPublic Meetings.—Our political friends
2]'■‘'¡■■g
on the first Monday in November mere, Brocha and Colton Shawls ;
HARRISONIAN PRINCIPLES.
" ‘»wilier *
in every town should hold at least two pub
New Jersey Election.—Elections for ¡county,
'
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and Mohair, Goaf, Gentlemen’s Black, Gentle
ONE PRESIDENTIAL TERM.
lic meetings, for the purpose of hearing ad State and County officers were held on Tues- ,shew cause, if any they have, why the men’s Buck, Black Kid and Silk Gloves ;
Executive power and patronage confin
Table Covers :
ed within the limits prescribed by the Consti dresses or reading good documents, before day and Wednesday last. We have no de prayer of said petition should not be granted. Lasting, Figured Satin and Figured Velvet
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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accounts
to
Wednesday
afternoon
Coat. Buttons ;
X!""81"111-' tution.
A true copy,—Attest,
out not only a large number of the whigs on say that the vote would be large and that
Economy in public expenditures.
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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The will of the People, expressed
At a Court of Probate holden at Limerick, with' Linen and Colton Thread ;
e aJJ,,,a,lsOl)0e
through their constitutional representatives, hearing to whatever may be said.
in and for the County of York, on the hrst Mixed and Paper Pius ; Hooks and Eyes ;
' '•
s. Archerj
ity_______
Monday in October, in the year of Spools Colton ; Wound Wire ;
ru“l)bell,Wl|J
to be THE LAW OF THE LAND.
Great Meeting.—An immense meeting
QJ^Riee Garland, of Louisiana, has re
The patronage of the general government
our Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the Tambor Colton ; Needles ; Rouen Cassimere ;
sundown,
of merchants, numbering from 15 to 20,000, signed his seat in the present Congress, and a
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Padding ; Canvass;
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01 e'«'l»‘enceio<|
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in time of peace.
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the “ travelling” politician who able person :
The same currency for the Office-Hol the whigs, which the administration party touching
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White and Mixed Woolen Yarn ; Tickings ;
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no Black Wadding ; Batting ; Wicking, &c. &c.
hails from that place. Our correspondent
lifested by fre(|W|
ders as fortlie People.
have put in circulation :
The encouragement of productive indus
thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
Resolved; That we repel with indignation thinks it hardly worth while to give the name lice
Groceries,
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>tion in a speech
ral Executive that American merchants have known in that town who he is.
! the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne Starch ; Indigo ; Keg and box Tabacco ;
credit, and the restoring of confidence
>ers but little, ifll}
imported British gold and influence the com
—.... -.-.tM------------------------ bunk, in said county, three weeks successive Cloves ; Winter Strained and Refined Oil ;
between man and man.
'Iny preceding. Oj
ing election ; a charge without the semblance
A friend has sent us a specimen of the j ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to Clear Pork ; Flour ; Clover & Grass Seeds ;
¡‘lures in this vastas
, of truth and which its authors know to be ut bread which is furnished to the seamen on be holden at Alfred, in said county, on the Brooms ; Cut Nails—4d. to 40d.;
(,l ’leep, intense auii
terly false.
_________
board the Macedonian. We have sent it to first Monday in November next, at ten of the Wrought Nails—8d. to lOd. ; Sheet Lead ;
tlie whole. At
the Log Cabin, and we hope the people will clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any 7—9 and 8—10 Glass ; Iron ;
V
ermont
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—
The
Legislature
of
Vermont
:er eoncliided,áiiií¡i¡
call there, and see what kind of food this adMahogany & Gilt Framed Looking Glasses;
peaking. Umil^
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D
elaware
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—
An
election,
contest

¡(»use with the
The whig candidate for Speaker of the House! sailors. It is but justice to the administration
Iron Spoons ; Log Cabin Pocket Knives ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
we heard no manf
ed on strictly party grounds, for Inspectors of
Basting Spoons ; Tea Trays ; Sad Irons ;
A true copy,—Attest,
received 164 votes, the Van Buren candidate> to say that this specimen contradicts the as:>ing home. Thats«
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Tippecanoe Razors ; Shoe Thread ;
the General Election, was held on the 6lh 53, and there were 4 scattering. The officialI sertions of some of the whigs that the Sub
me existed, appeal
October 8.
instant. The following are the majorities in canvass of the votes for Governor shows the Treasury party is opposed to animal food for
Crockery.
icir memories alio«?
the laboring classes ; for there is not a square
Common Teas ; Printed do.; Handled do. ;
the
three
couniies
:
ied were ifiey all|
following result :—for Jennison (whig) 33,- inch of this bread but has a dozen worms alive
¡Stock. &c. at ¿Suction.
137
Pudding Dishes ; Printed Ewers and Basins ;
md them.
Newcastle, whig majority,
____ * * * *
435;_for Dillingham (V. B.) 22,632 ; scatter and crawling in it.— Phrvidence Journal.
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rest continued unah
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Dedication and Ordination.—The meet
722
Figured China Tea Setts ; China Plates ;
MARRIED—In Saco, on Tuesday evening noon, on Tuesday the 20th of Oct. instant.
ght, the Log Cat
Piinted Mugs, &c. &c.
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the
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Hersey, Esq. all of Saco.
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1
new
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Wheels
and
1
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;
in Saco, Dr. Edgar A. McIntire, to Miss Ma
Newcastle county has not given a whig ma ted, with appropriate religious services, on
for Cash.
1 new Sleigh and Harness ;
Kennebunk, October 10, 1840.______ _____
jority during the twelve years preceding thise- Thursday morning last. In the afternoon, ry E. Thompson.
NEW YORK.
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;
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lection.—The whig majority in the State now, Rev. Joshua M. Harris was ordained as
and other articlesJOHN G. FISK.
Jew York turned«
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Ijist of ¿otters
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1840.
isands on Mondayli
exceeds that for Harrison in ’36 by about 200 Pastor of the Baptist Church and Society in
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk“
DIED—In Wells, Oct. 11, widow Huldah
LTsary of the baiiW
port, October 1, 1840.
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Governor and Legislature soon to he chosen j
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aw York Express.
Asa English.-Joseph Fletcher,—Philemon
kind and affectionate parent. She was married
will be whig and that two whig U. S. Senators
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the
den of Bangor presided. Col. H made a ve children. It is supposed her oldest son still sur
Nathaniel Kimball, Samuel Kimball, Mrs.
rmnenade through
No. 2.—A Gun from Tennessee.—The ry neat and appropriate address on taking the vives her in a remote part of this State, and one delivery of the Deed or within three months Olive
Littlefield, Daniel W. Lord, 2, Andrew
n the main eniraiitei
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This meeting,¡1»
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ingly Intereste • in Christ, although she never
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mediate settlement. All indebted, to pay ;—
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 12.__________ _
ISAAC
FURBISH
the People,” by the Whig members of the and all having any sort of demand to exhibit
Whig gain
3,469
AS just received a new and fresh sup
jt
b
ELIJAH CURTIS.
"artRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER
Maryland is good for 5000 majority for Legislature of this State, on our first page.
i gui‘Ied f 1
ply of
i
VATIVE—for Chaise Tops—Boots
Wells, October 16, 1840.
ENGLISH, FRENCH & AMERICAN
Harrison in November.
I and Shoes, &c.
«
([^“Robert C. Winthrop of Boston has
eolin,.ry7ffisuc^''
for SALE
BELL’S Paste Blacking—a superior article«
«se,',ei°L the<
No. 5.—Georgia.—The Whigs have suc been nominated by the Whigs to fill the va e®
—also—
HHDS. Rock Salt ;
Shoe Brushes. F« sale by p
cancy in the present Congress, occasioned by
le'sur® 11 5 and
groceries, crockery, glass &
18 do. Porto Rico Molasses.
ceeded in this State beyond their most san the resignation of Mr. Lawrence, and also to
f th^,,ng’id*1!
HARD
WARE.
D. & S. WARD«
Kennebunk, October 2,1840.
guine anticipations. They expected a gain, represent the city in the next Congress. Mr.
Kennebunk, October 3, 1840.
ei’s,lyiepDestfUctiftii
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 16, 1840.
W.
has
accepted
both
nominations.
but
did
not
hope
for
a
majority.
46
counties
^sbythPSSmeeti*
.Phil. Gazette*
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POETRY.
SUMMER’S GO.NE,
BY THE HON. MRS. NORTON.

Hark, through the dim woods dying,
With a moan,
Faintly the winds are sighing—
Summer’s gone !
There when my bruised heart feeleth.
And the pale moon her face revealeth,
Darkly my footstep stealeth
To weep alone.
Hour after hour I wander
By men unseen —
And sadly my young thoughts ponder
On what hath been ;
Summer’s gone !

COUGHS, COLDS,
and all diseases of the ILiings.
r|lHE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALJl. SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
jjufjuicu
popular 1UUU1UH1G
Medicine uvci
ever niiuwu
known in
in nilivlicit,
America, 1Q1
for

MOFFAT’S VEGETABLE
LIFE MEDICINES.

THE RESURRECTION, IBRANDRETH’S PIELS
«R

> VEGETABLE and ITnivnrcinl
Universal

Morllnlv.
Medicine

PERSIAN PILLS.
HESE Medicines are indebted for their
t proved by the experience of thousands to
---------- OOO--------- name
to their manifest
and sensible ----acbe, when properly persevered with, a certain
.
... .
.
O^In
order
that
this
valuable
medicine
. cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, I *?on 111 purifying the springs and channels of
oil kooll.Ai 4kzx « .^
zx ~ 1 z» I ~____ 1
• .
«11
. '
„ the same origin,
o and
__ ____
_
invariably
arise
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of
and enduing them with renewed tone should not be counterfeited, we have a plate all having
representing
a,
Persian
scene,
that
is
struck
on
'
from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease""
every kind.
¡and vigor. In many hundred certified cases ......k roll
............ ..
•
. .
I
i 1,1 n’nDiTVor
-- IMPERFECT
r 1,1 n
circula-f
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been which have been made public, andI in al 1 each bill,
.... one...of which accompanies
.
i i« . each
i box. !I na™ely, IMPURITY
nr
very extensively used for about twelve years; most
----- ‘ every species
.....
. .
of disease to which
the We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list Ition °C^ie BLOOD.
-c- >
— to nor ( in a period of little more than three years in
and its reputation has been constantly increasing,
human frame
the
effects of
nwicusiiig. Durnau
name is liable,
natne,
me happy
nappy
Certificates,
as they
will neither add
85 n n n f vn r«» 11 v nnnnlar h a
1 i 11 c nrf inIn
ti/i \ m
r nin r r w-i
■v « r w
* £J
______
So universally popular has this article become MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX diminish the virtues of this admirable com-!j the United States, they have restored to a state of
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thati„it amay
be of
considered
as State"
a standard
arti- lUTTI?P*i t
ele
laigenow
part
the United
and BHt-
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health andeimjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
I THOUSAND

SupeTiJf totbe Ilygean, Brnndreih’s, Ev ¡'"AV i’TL> T'-"8’ "*7 T ‘VT" °T Ls
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly I
. g " -V 1 ? Persons benefitted, ! =’■>«"e"ol
m
t
/ •
i. ’o
( incurable by physicians of the first rank and
wh<> were previously unacquainted with ans, Tomato, the Matchless (price.) Sana-' standing, a„L ¡„„.any cases when every other
by them, considering it the most safe as w«n
well as
as Z
certain remedy for the above complaints. The
. ... 6ie beautifully philosophical principles upon itjve, 01 any othet Pills or Compound before, remedy had been resorted to in vain.
Proprietors have received, and are receiving ; which they are compounded, and upon( the public, as certified to by Physicians and ! In all causes of Pain or Weakness, whether it
jolliers.—Let none condemn them until they be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
numerous recommendations from many of our j which they consequently act.
There in our own green bowers,
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac
The LIFE MEDICINES recommend have tried them,, and then we are certain pain in the side, whether it arise from constituLong ago,
tice. The names of a few individuals who have . themselves in diseases of every form and des they will not.
i tional or from some immediate cause, whether
Our path through the tangled flowers
given their testimony in favor of this article are ! cription.
It is now a settled point with all who have it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Their first operation is to loosen
Treading slow ;
here subjoined, and for a more full account sec from the coats of the stomach and bowels, used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that , cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
Oft hand in hand entwining—
the envelope to the bottle.
This great principle of “PURGING” in
< they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
Oft side by side reclining ;
Doct. Amory Hunting, ‘ Doct.
“
Samuel Morrill, the various impurities and crudities constant ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet . sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
ly
settling
around
them
;
and
to
remove
the
We ve watched in its crimson shining
“ Truman Abell,
“ Timothy Baylies,
found much more convenient to take an occaThe sunset glow,
hardened feces which collect in the convu- been used in America. If every family could ' sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
“ Thomas Brown,
Cl Jere. Ellsworth,
Dimly the sun now burnelh
become
acquainted
with
their
Sovereign
pow

lutions
of
the
smallestlntestines.
Other
med

“ William Perry,
“ Albert Guild,
i well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
For me alone,—
icines only partially cleanse these, and leave er over disease, they would keep them and ' blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
AN INTERESTING CASE.
Spring after spring returnelh,
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, such collected masses behind as to produce be prepared with a sure REMEDY la apply | if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
Thou art gone ;
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
habitual costiveness, with all its train of evils, on the first appearance of disease, and then months of miserable weakness, and the only one
Summer’s gone !
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A or sudden diarrhoea, with its imminent dan- how much distress would be avoided and,j who is benefitted is„ your Doctor.
Look at the
........... -..........„„
remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable gers.•
money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
appearance or
of those
inousanas [ ; difference between the
-.uv.appearance
inose two
This
fact
is
well
known
to
all
regular
Still on my waim cheek playeth
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of
P0rsons —one has been treated by your regular
i
The restless breeze :
anatomists, who examine the human bowels who are hurried out of time by ue«leciing
1835.
The
person,
Mr.
Moody,
had
been
sick
a
beinff in J Practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
disease in its first stages, or by not
i
Still in its freshness stayeth
long time with the consumption. His physician alter death ; hence the prejudice of those
■
Between the trees,
can place 1i is, see how the shadow of death throws his
well informed men against quack medicines possession of a remedy which they
had
given
him
up.
He
was
reduced
so
low
as
to
' j solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
Still the blue streamlet gusheth—
be unable to help himself, and was raising a —or medicines prepared and heralded to the dependence upon.
Still the proud river rusheth—The second ef
large quantity of blood, when he commenced public by ignorant persons.
Still the calm silence husheth
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure fect of the Life Medicines is to cleanse the should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely’I perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
The heart’s disease :
and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was kidneys and the bladder, and by this means, when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He
But who shall bring our meetings
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he the liver and the lungs, the healthful action from youth to old age, when taken according says> y most inveterate case of Liver comBack again ?
has promised me a more detailed account of his of which entirely depends upon the regular to the directions.
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme->
Who shall recall thy greetings—
case, which 1 will forward you. C. S. CLAY
Qz^Call for the bill that accompanies each dies saved him.” Energetic measures! i. e.
ity of the urinary organs. The blood, which
Loved in vain :
Kingston,
N.
Y.
June
25,
1838.
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
Summer’s gone !
takes its red color from the agency of the liv box io all caSes.
Argyle, Nova Scotia
better say.— So to save life you must half poison
Tn the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized er and lungs before it passes into" the heart, . The Resurrection^ or Per with that comforter of the teeth and gums-«
with a violent cough which continued two or being thus purified by them, and nourished sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great MERCURV—and positively make a man mis
®tute of JVPaine.
by food coming from"a clean stomach, cours est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight three months My cough was so severe that I es
freely through the veins, renews every of strength, health and happiness. The called curing. Shocking folly !
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
hundred and forty.
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in part of the system, and triumphantly mounts name of these pills originated from the cir
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
AN ACT in relation to Elections.
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One the banner of health m the blooming cheek. cumstance of the medicine being found only Ji man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Liver
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable
Moffat’s Vegetable Life Medicines have in the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
House of Representatives in Legislature as Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell been thoroughly tested, and pronounced a production being of a peculiar kind, led to conscious strength, his countenance is clear
sembled, That the qualified electors of unincor He however loaned it to me till I could procure sovereign remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, experiments as to its medical qualities and and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
another. I experienced immediate relief
the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
porated places may organize themselves into him it.
The first opportunity I had I procured Palpitation of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, virtues. In half a century it became an es been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
plantations for the purpose of Elections in from
Heartburn
and
Headache,'
Restlessness,
Illtablished
medicine
for
the
diseases
of
that,
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres
the following manner Any three or more ervation of my life.
temper, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, country. The extract of this singular pro ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
JAMES W. LENOX.
rose without any injury being sustained
of the inhabitants ofany unincorporated place
Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all duction was introduced into some parts of soon
Dec. 17, 1838.
his constitution. Instead ofbeirig months in
may apply in writing to one or more County
kinds, Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of afl Europe in the year 1783, and used by many abyweak
state he will be stronger, after he has
Commissioners of the County in which such
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
kinds, Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Con celebrated physicians in curing certain dis entirely recovered the attack : because his
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue sumption, Scurvy, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, eases, where all other medicines had been us blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
place is situated, whose duty" it shall be to
issue his warrant to one of said applicants, wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson Scorbutic Eruptions and Bad Complexions, ed in vain. Early in the year 1792, the ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
directing him to notify and warn a meeting Jj Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU Eruptive Complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and extract was combined with a certain vegeta solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
of t he Electors of said place, within such | INE.
other Disagreeable complexions, Salt Rheum, ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in down by useless particles, but has renewed his
limitsasshall be described in such warrant!j [ETThe outside Yellow Label will have, on Erysipelas, Common Colds and Influenza, the East Indies, and formed into pills. The life and body both.
¡and
after
December
1839,
in
addition
to
that
of
at some specified central place by posting up ' Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut and various other complaints which afflict admirable effect of this compound upon the
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
notice thereof, and of its object, in two or ler, one of his partners.
the human frame. In Fever and Ague, par human system, led physicians and families Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
particles from the body,—the morbid and
more public places in said unincorporated
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo ticularly, the Life Medicines have been most into its general use. Their long established cayed
,
place, seven days before the day of said meet nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to eminently successful ; so much so that in the character, their universal and healing virtues, corrupt humors of the blood; those humors
ing. And at the time and place appointed, a introduce spurious articles, which by partially Fever and Ague distiicts, Physicians almost the detergent and cleansing qualities of their iWhich cause disease—they impede the func
tions of the fiver when they settle upon that
Moderator shall be chosen by ballot, whose j assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula- universally prescribe them.
specifical action upon the glandular part of iorgan, and which, when they settle upon the
duty it shall be to preside at said meeting.!I ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients the system, are such as will sustain their rep- imuscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
And three Assessors and a clerk shall also be | these mixtures are the “American Pulmonary is to be particular in taking the Life Medi utation and general use in the American Re- 1nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
chosen by ballot at the same time, who shall ?j Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr cines strictly according to the directions. It public.
<duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com
be sworn by the Moderator or a Justice of pound
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur is not by a newspaper notice, or by any thing
the Peace. And the limits of all Plantations, chasers should enquire for the true article bv its he himself may say in their favour, that he
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
OT TO MOTHERS.^
so organized, shall be described by said As whole name-THE VEGETABLE PULMO hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the re Messrs. E. Chase <V Co,: — Gents. — Hearing of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
all who behold them.
sessors, so chosen, and forwarded to the NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks sults of a fair trial.
much said about the extraordinary effects of the
purging these humors from the body is
Secretary of State, and by him recorded.
and signatures of the genuine.
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL, de Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about theYes,
true cure for all these complaints, and eveSec. 2. Be it further enacted, That said
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable signed as a Domestic Guide to Health. This to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
ry other form of disease; this is no mere asserAssessors shall make out an alphabetical list Pulmonary Balsam.”
little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 trial ot them. My wife was at that time the
HZf’One more Counterfeit, besides the Broadway, New York, has been published mother of five children, and had suffered the■ tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
of all such inhabitants of said place as shad
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
appear to be qualified Electors by the Con “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. most tedious and excrutiating pains during and known, and more and more appreciated.
stitution of this State, or of the United States, above alluded to I—An attempt has been made to Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found after her confinement of each. She had tried
The cure by purging may more depend up
and post up said list in two or more public deceive the public by a spurious mixture called highly interesting to persons seeking health. every means and taken much medicine, but on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
“Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
found little or no relief — She commenced taking
places in said unincorporated place seven days signed
Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson It treats upon prevalent diseases and the the Persian Pills about three months before her than may be generally imagined. Whatever
at least next before the day of the election. Lee said
to be prepared by an unprincipled causes thereof. Price 25 cents—for sale by confinement, (her health being very poor about tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
They shall call a meeting of the inhabitants man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
this length of time previous) and soon after was it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
of constant exercise is seen.
aforesaid at some convenient and central a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
place to be designated in the warrant there a most foul attempt to deceive the public and
MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES— mother to her family until her confinement. At T-,Tx^.hen constan* exercise cannot be used
for, by posting up notice thereof seven days avoid the punishment that awaits actual foro-ery. The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe the time she commenced taking the Persian FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, nix Bitters having been tested by thousands,, Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
before the day of election, which election
shall be on the same day it is in the class or (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, yearly, for several years, and having estab flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
life, are kept free from those impurities
county of which said place may be a part. Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat lished beyond further cavil their infinite su vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely of
which would prevent its steady current minis
And it shall be the duty of said Assessors to ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun periority over all other specifics for human removed before using half a box. Il is with tering
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
merchants generally in New England, and in
great confidence that we advise all those about
be present at some convenient place to be sta try
the principal places throughout the United States maladies, as the published testimony of hun to become mothers, to make use of the Persian vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
ted in the Warrant calling the meeting on and
i
dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
British Provinces. Price 50’cents.
Pills. All those that have taken them in our ture which is thus assisted through the means
the day of election as long before the hour of
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera neighborhood
September 4, 1840.
have got along in the same easy and outlets which she has provided for herself.
meetingas they shall deem necessary, to re
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever manner, and are about house in a few days.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
iV.^EARS
’
TjNn
z
ERSAL
SANGUL
ceive evidence of the qualifications of elec
malady they may, whether it is better to con 1 here does not appear to be half the danger of are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
tors, and to amend their list accordingly.
N A RIAN or BLOOD ROOT PILLS. tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis other difficulties setting in after confinement Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
Philadelphia,^ North Eight Street.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That said As The proprietor feels the fullest confidence in ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
sessors shall preside impartially at said meet the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
ing and receive the votes of all qualified e- are presented to the public on their own mer to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
lectors present, sort, count and declare them its alone, and his only wish is to have their thinks there can be but one answer to this truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
in open plantation meeting, and in the pre claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory question—and that answer an immediate ap males can easily procure which bids’to lessen the
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
sence of the plantation Clerk, who shall form test of intelligent experience.
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI world of suffering, which many of them have to
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
and perhaps save the lives of thousands
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House, DOTES to be obtained at his principal of bear,
a list of persons voted for, with the number
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
of votes for each person against his name; N. Y., writes thus :
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer which otherwise would be lost.
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Rochester, May 14th, 1838; corner of Caledo
ous agencies.
shall make a fair record thereof in the pre
New York, April 9th, 1839.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
sence of the Assessors, and in open plantation
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
(CZ^These valuable Medicines are for sale ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
\YTHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
meeting. And the Clerk shall make out fail the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina- by DANIEL REM1CH, Kennebunk,
A. O. ROBERTS.
purporting to be Braudreth's Pills.
copies of the list of voters, and names of voters, rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
August 6, 1840.
Certificates can be procured by calling up Never purchase without being positively sure
to be attested by the Assessors and the Clerk of a complication of bilious complaints with
on the agents in the villages, who have a large hat the person selling has an'ENGRAVED cer
and to be sealed up in open plantation meet which I had been afflicted for between two
ing, and cause the same to be delivered with and three years, it is with feelings of heart
bill containing a treatise on most diseases, tificate of Agency, and ^observe it has been
STORATlV£i.
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
in the time required by the Constitution to felt gratitude that I now address you to ac
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui after
12 months from date that Pills sold by the
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
the respective authorities, whose duty it mav quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev
unrivalled for the following complaints, tously.
noIder are genuine.
be to receive the same. And votes so thrown eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv
hvSvLb’VentoniY°rkCoUnty wiH be applied
shall be received and allowed for Electors Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills,"but er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos to whom all orders must be addressed (post
O’ Lang,®D my only Travelling
of President and Vice President, for Repre all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by paid) Rochester, N. Y.
A_ent in Maine-or by ordering from my
Principal
New
England Office,
Y
sentative to Congress, for Governor, Senators more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures For saie by the following Agents :
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
Representative to State Legislature, and , when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc- pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Wells? Seth Hatch.
County- officers,
in the same manner as votes ! e(J y’ US. I had no appetite, and the Jit- and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
.
- --------.......................
JOHN OSBORN & Co.;
North, Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
thrown
in
class or county.!
’o0il 1
eat was poorly digested. I was shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
’’
’ any town in
’ said_____________
Sec. 4.
it further
or confined to my room and most of the
A Be-----. > enacted, . That the
at last
In Kennebtink-poit, by S. H. Gould ;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known August 6, 1840.
ganization as aforesaid of any plantation for time to my bed. While in this appalling in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
Snco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
and beleuctis Adams ;
the purpose aforesaid shall continue, the as condition a friend inquired if I had tried your have been known to cure this afflicting dis
sessors and clerk, afterwards, be chosen, and B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative ease after having baffled every exertion for
Lyman, William Huntress;
14,
15
and
16
Ann
Street,
Boston.
the meetings be called and held annually in be recommended them to me, having him four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
Alfred, B. F. Chad bourne ;
—----------- OOO----------- March or April in the same manner in all oth self been restored by their use from a°some- in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery*
HIS house is one of the oldest and most
er respects, as in towns. And said officers of what similar, though less aggravated compli ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
respectable in the City, having been es
said plantation shall be liable to all the penal cation of diseases. I immediately sent to it may be administered to the infant with
tablished many years. It is in the centre ofSouth Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
ties for official neglect or misconduct, respect your central office, procured a box, and be safety.
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
business, and well supplied with the best the
ively, that selectmen and clerks of towns are ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
market affords. Merchants and others from
by law, and the voters of said place shall be two boxes more ; and now, although scarce
«7.
...
DANIEL REMICH.
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
the country will find every thing to make
liable to the same penalties that the voters of ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H
towns are in like circumstances.
the
lowest
wholesale
prices.
Spear ;
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
JOSEPH DREW.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That this have entirely recovered my former health
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
May 9, 1840.
Act shall take effect from and after its appro and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
Cutlery
man ;
val by the Governor.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen JjUEN, Pocket and Jack Knives, a great vari- HARRISON ALMANACS
York, Alexander Dennett;
In the House of Representatives. October boxes which I intend to take to my residence
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
FOR
1841
;
2, 1840. This Bill having had three several in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Razors ; Scissors,—large assortment;
readings, passed to be enacted.
HARRISON Letter Paoer,
think I can safely venture to travel.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
Razor Straps ; Shaving Brushes ;
HANNIBAL HAMLIN, Speaker.
For
sale
by
'
D.
REMICH.
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
Cloth, Hair and Tooth Brushes ;
In Senate, October 2, 1840. This Bill hav
Kennebunk,
July
17,
1840,
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Aver
METALLIC PENS-all qualities and pri
ing had two several readings, passed to be e- TYR. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat- ces ;
P M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
nacted.
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening PlasSilver and German Silver PENCIL CA
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
STEPHEN C. FOSTER, President
I hese plasters have been used through SES ;
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
October 2, 1840. Approved.
out the greatest part ol Europe and have been
Paint Boxes—Hair Pencils;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
found to be far more efficacious than any
Velvet Scrubs ; Tracing paper ;
Limington, James McArthur;
other plaster ever offered to the public for the
Waterborough, James Leavett:
German Silver, Ivory, Horn and Wooden
STATE OF MAINE.
ollowing complaints, viz : Pain in the side, Pocket Combs ;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Secretary's Office, ?
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu
Buxton, T. Bo I les";
Horn and Wooden Dress Combs ;
matism, &c. &c.
Augusta, October 2, 1840. (
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Cologne
Water
(genuine
Farina)
—
Laven

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell der do.;
Acton, Wm. Evans.
copy of the original deposited in this office.
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom
Shaving Soap ; Pen Holders ;
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
Attest:
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully atFancy, Gold, Morocco, Drawing, Ivory,
May, 1839.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
P. C. JOHNSON, Sec’y of State.
tended to. For sale, also, by the following Marble, colored, and Tissue Papers.
OT’All papers that publish the laws of the ASentsw:rKennebunk» Daniel Remich, Alex
For sale by
D. REMICH.
andei barren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells,
State are requested to insert the foregoing.
Wfriting‘ Fluid.
Kennebunk, October 2,1840.
Barak Maxweil Erastus Littlefield and Geo
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com ■jOELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
E.reXn
Bakei , York, J. Brooks and George M
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,—
C< AND PAPER-a good article-for sale p
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
CARPETING
Freeman.
6
Scissors, &c. &e. This day received by their durability
low>l'y
d.remich.
without their corrosive prop
For
sale
by
JAMES
LORD.
August 21,1840.
D.REMICH.
eplyerties. For sale by
D. REMICH/
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
June 26, 1840.
March 12, 1840.
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